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Evidence from the Scottish Anti-Illicit Trade Group

Thank you for your letter of 18 November 2014 inviting my response to matters raised at the
Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee on 5 November. Illicit trade is a problem which
exists right across the UK, and this issue is something that Scotland needs to tackle
alongside partners in the UK, Europe and further afield.

I note the progress of the Anti-Illicit Trade Group and am grateful for the effective working
and collaborative relationships which have developed since its inception to reduce the scale,
impact and cost of illicit trade in Scotland. Partnership is central to tackling serious organised
crime and reducing the harm it causes.

There has been and continues to be increased co-operation between law enforcement
agencies and other bodies resulting in successful multi-agency operations involving police,
health boards, local authorities and other partners to reduce the harm caused to our
communities by organised crime.

In June 2014, the Serious Organised Crime Taskforce, chaired by the former Cabinet
Secretary for Justice, approved a recommendation from the Scottish Business Resilience
Centre (SBRC) to set up the virtual Anti-Illicit Trade Hub in order to create a tangible multi-
agency approach to prevention work and gather intelligence, all of which is fed into the
Intellectual Property Office south of the border. There is a clear crossover of those who sit on
the Taskforce and those involved in the Scottish Anti-Illicit Trade Group and Hub.
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We have recently completed building the new Scottish Crime Campus at Gartcosh which
brings together a range of key law enforcement bodies under one roof in a state-of-the-art
facility which enables greater collaboration between those partners involved in tackling illicit
trade to effectively reduce the threat, risk and harm to Scotland's communities from serious
organised crime.

Primacy on anti-illict trade lies with HMRC and Trading Standards, and I am aware that
Police Scotland is working closely with them on this. HM Revenue and Customs are a key
law enforcement partner at the Scottish Crime Campus, and Trading Standards will soon
follow suit. This will assist with intelligence-sharing and combined operations in this area.

At this point in time, the Scottish Government does not consider the creation of a dedicated
unit to be a necessity. Illicit trade cannot be tackled effectively in isolation. It requires a stong
private-public partnership and a collective response, and I am satisfied that the work of the
Scottish Anti-Illicit Trade Group and Serious Organised Crime Taskforce is delivering this.

I am copying this letter to Michael Matheson, the Cabinet Secretary for Justice, and to
Christine Graham, Convener of the Justice Committee.
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